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A practical financial guide covers such topics as
eliminating debt, investing simply, making sound
financial decisions, and revolutionizing relationsips
with the flow of money.

IT Professional's Guide to Desktop
Control
Pro Office 365 Development is a practical, hands-on
guide to building cloud-based solutions using the
Office 365 platform. This groundbreaking offering
from Microsoft provides enterprise-class collaborative
solutions at an affordable price, and this book shows
you how to use the Office 365 platform to easily build
amazing custom applications, including coding for
Excel Services, Microsoft Access, and SharePoint
Online. This book provides everything you’ll need to
start developing custom solutions. You'll find step-bystep instructions for providing custom features using
the cloud-based services, SharePoint Online,
Exchange Online and Lync Online. There are lots of
sample programs using Windows Presentation
Foundation (WPF), JavaScript and Silverlight. Whether
you want to build desktop client applications or
browser-only solutions with Microsoft's new cloudbased productivity offering, this book will show you
how to do it. Develop SharePoint solutions, including
declarative workflows Use Access and Excel services
to quickly build SharePoint sites Build contentsensitive collaborative solutions with instant
messaging and video conferencing

The United States Patents Quarterly
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Everything You Need to Network Your Growing
Business Combining the robustness of Microsoft
BackOffice with the ease of its new server console,
Small Business Server (SBS) provides an integrated
network solution for organizations with fewer than 25
PCs. Packed with real-world examples, Microsoft®
BackOffice® Small Business Server Bible reveals
everything you'll ever need to know to implement,
fine-tune, and support SBS — whether you're a
network administrator, computer consultant, office
computer guru, or tech-savvy entrepreneur just
starting out. Inside, you'll find complete coverage of
Small Business Server Prepare your network for
proper loading of SBS Master the intricacies of
Windows NT, Exchange Server, and IIS technology
Facilitate e-mail and fax communications with
Microsoft Outlook and Fax service Create and publish
secure Web sites and multiple intranet sites with
FrontPage and IIS Small Business Server Tasks
Configure Windows 95 and Windows NT workstation
client computers Expand your electronic commerce
capabilities with SQL Server Implement sound policies
for preventive maintenance and backup support CDROM includes sign-up software for Caslink ISP, Plus
trial versions of: Computer Associates InocuLAN
Computer Associates ARCserve Storage Suite Norton
Anti-Virus for NT Server @Backup for Small Business
Server Diskeeper Lite Goldmine 4.0 Workgroup
Contract Management Shareware programs are fully
functional, free trial versions of copyrighted
programs. If you like particular programs, register
with their authors for a nominal fee and receive
licenses, enhanced versions, and technical support.
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Freeware programs are free, copyrighted games,
applications, and utilities. You can copy them to as
many PCs as you like—free—but they have no
technical support. www.idgbooks.com System
Requirements: Server: Pentium 100 or RISC-based
Alpha processor, 64MB RAM, 2GB hard drive, CD-ROM,
network adapter card, Super VGA monitor with 1MB
VRAM, 28.8 modem Client: Windows 95 or Windows
NT Workstation 4.0, 16MB RAM, 486DX/66 MHz
processor, up to 57MB hard disk space, network
interface card, VGA adapter

Broadband European Networks and
Multimedia Services
Handbook of Research on Wireless
Multimedia: Quality of Service and
Solutions
Legal Landmines in E-Commerce is based on 5 cases
from the Ivey School of Business. The authors take
the business issue and elaborate on the legal issues
embedded in the high tech/internet business cases.

Windows 95 : Visual Solutions
Business 2.0
Pro Office 365 Development
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This useful volume adopts a balanced approach
between technology and mathematical modeling in
computer networks, covering such topics as switching
elements and fabrics, Ethernet, and ALOHA design.
The discussion includes a variety of queueing models,
routing, protocol verification and error codes and
divisible load theory, a new modeling technique with
applications to grids and parallel and distributed
processing. Examples at the end of each chapter
provide ample material for practice. This book can
serve as an text for an undergraduate or graduate
course on computer networks or performance
evaluation in electrical and computer engineering or
computer science.

Introduction to Probability
Networks and Grids
Cisco Unity Deployment and Solutions
Guide
Information Security Law: Control of Digital Assets
provides encyclopedic coverage of both the
technologies used to protect a network and the laws
and policies that bolster them.

Cybersquatting and Consumer Protection
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Small Office Networking
Information Control Problems in
Manufacturing 2004 (2-volume Set)
Financial Peace Revisited
Pegasus Mail for Windows
Cisco Unity Deployment and Solutions Guide shows
you how to integrate Cisco Unity with Cisco IP-based
communication solutions, including Cisco
CallManager. Part I introduces you to the Cisco Unity
architecture and teaches you about the Cisco Unity
feature set. Part II helps you design and deploy a
unified message solution with Cisco Unity, and Part III
helps you manage and administer your solution by
leveraging the tools within Cisco Unity. Cisco Unity
Deployment and Solutions Guide teaches you all that
you need to know about designing, deploying, and
managing a sustainable, unified messaging solution.

Legal Landmines in E-commerce
Developed from celebrated Harvard statistics
lectures, Introduction to Probability provides essential
language and tools for understanding statistics,
randomness, and uncertainty. The book explores a
wide variety of applications and examples, ranging
from coincidences and paradoxes to Google PageRank
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and Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC). Additional

Advising the Small Business
Kentucky Law Journal
Emerging Issues in Workouts &
Bankruptcies
Software-Defined Networking and
Security
Mastering Visual Studio .NET
The Domain Game
Almost everyone has heard a tale of someone getting
rich by selling an Internet domain name for a
staggering price. But few understand the secretive
world of domain investing, a game that a growing
number of people are playing around the globe. The
Domain Game chronicles the exploits of leading
domain investors and explains how this mysterious
market works. Learn how an Oklahoma watermelon
farmer wound up owning some of the world’s most
valuable Web addresses, from recipes.com to
chairs.com, and how a college dropout became a
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multimillionaire by scooping up domains that others
abandoned amid the dot-com bust. Find out how the
rise of Google and Yahoo has helped boost the
fortunes of domain investors. And explore the
shenanigans of investors who snag names associated
with corporate trademarks. Finally, read how you can
jump into this exciting market with a relatively small
initial investment. It’s a market with high risk, but
huge potential reward.

Microsoft? BackOffice? Small Business
Server Bible
The Aubin Academy Master Series: Revit® MEP is the
ideal book to help readers successfully use Revit MEP.
It is a concise manual focused squarely on the
rationale and practicality of the Revit MEP Building
Information Model (BIM) process. The book
emphasizes the process of creating projects in MEP
rather than a series of independent commands and
tools. The goal of each lesson is to help the reader
complete their projects successfully. Tools are
introduced together in a focused process with a
strong emphasis on “why” as well as “how.” The text
and exercises seek to give the reader a clear sense of
the value of the tools, and a clear indication of each
tool's potential. The Aubin Academy Master Series:
Revit MEP is a resource designed to shorten your
learning curve, raise your comfort level, and, most
importantly, give you real-life tested practical advice
on the usage of the software to create mechanical,
electrical, and plumbing designs, and calculations.
Empowered with the information within this book, you
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will have insight into how to use Revit MEP to create
coordinated BIM project models and documentation.
Revised and updated to the latest release of the
software Includes practical project focused how-to
exercises where readers learn by “doing”. Focused on
MEP Production so readers can learn to create a
coordinated BIM model and documentation set.
Written by authors with over 75 years of combined
real-World architectural and MEP industry experience.
Provides “Power User/BIM Manager” tips throughout.
Includes free online download of complete dataset of
project files to follow along in the exercises.

Time
"This book highlights and discusses the underlying
QoS issues that arise in the delivery of real-time
multimedia services over wireless
networks"--Provided by publisher.

Technology Media Source
Electrical Engineering
Cisco IOS 12.0 Bridging and IBM Network
Solutions
Internet Commerce
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Journal of Neural Network Computing
The Aubin Academy
SCO OpenServer
Annual Review of Communications
Cisco IOS 12.0 Bridging and IBM Network Solutions
contains configuration scenarios and command
reference information that demonstrate bridging and
IBM networking options. Written for network
administrators, this guide explores transparent and
source-route transparent bridging, Source-Route
Bridging (SRB), data link switching plus (DLSw+),
serial tunnel and block serial tunnel, SDLC and LLC2
parameters, and advanced peer-to-peer networking.

Chapman Law Review
45942-0 SCO OpenServer: The perfect server for your
Windows clients! What's the best server for Windows
clients in heterogeneous environments? SCO
OpenServer Release 5. In this book, Windows and
UNIX experts present a clear, friendly guide to
evaluating server platforms, and show exactly why
SCO OpenServer is superior to alternatives like
Windows NT. Then they show you exactly how to use
SCO OpenServer to build client/server environments
that incorporate Windows 95 clients. You'll walk stepPage 10/14
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by-step through a sample SCO OpenServer
installation and configuration, sharing the authors'
hard-won experience. You'll take a close look at SCO
OpenServer's easy-to-use graphical administration
and maintenance tools--and learn how to automate
much of your system maintenance. SCO OpenServer:
The Windows Network Solution presents everything
you need to know to integrate SCO OpenServer with
both Windows 95 and Windows NT, including: Security
and performance optimization techniques.
Troubleshooting tips. Configuration management.
Strategies for growth. Finally, the authors present
case studies to demonstrate how organizations can
accomplish more when they combine Windows with
SCO OpenServer. No matter what your
background--Windows, NetWare, or UNIX--this book
will help you evaluate and implement your optimal
client/server solution.

The Internet, computer chips, and
satellites
An analysis of broadband European networks and
multimedia services. It covers: ATM in the access
networks; network interconnection; multimedia
communications; and multimedia quality of service.

Information Security Law
The Internet is changing how we communicate with
each other, how we gather information, how we form
communities, and, more and more, how we engage in
commercial transactions. This casebook addresses
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the last of these transformations: it addresses the law
of electronic commerce. It puts together everything
needed to teach a course in e-commerce. It addresses
all of the important legal issues that arise in
conducting business via the Internet - beginning with
registration of a domain name, and including
contracting, protecting intellectual property,
complying with government regulations, and
resolving disputes. It is besupplemented with a
website that contains online materials referenced in
the book, as well as updates reflecting important
developments in the law of e-commerce.

Selected Legal Papers
This book provides readers insights into cyber
maneuvering or adaptive and intelligent cyber
defense. It describes the required models and security
supporting functions that enable the analysis of
potential threats, detection of attacks, and
implementation of countermeasures while expending
attacker resources and preserving user experience.
This book not only presents significant educationoriented content, but uses advanced content to reveal
a blueprint for helping network security professionals
design and implement a secure Software-Defined
Infrastructure (SDI) for cloud networking
environments. These solutions are a less intrusive
alternative to security countermeasures taken at the
host level and offer centralized control of the
distributed network. The concepts, techniques, and
strategies discussed in this book are ideal for
students, educators, and security practitioners looking
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for a clear and concise text to avant-garde cyber
security installations or simply to use as a reference.
Hand-on labs and lecture slides are located at
http://virtualnetworksecurity.thothlab.com/. Features
Discusses virtual network security concepts Considers
proactive security using moving target defense
Reviews attack representation models based on
attack graphs and attack trees Examines service
function chaining in virtual networks with security
considerations Recognizes machine learning and AI in
network security

CED.
American Law Reports (ALR) Digest of
Decisions and Annotations
Microwave Journal
A detailed handbook for experienced developers
explains how to get the most out of Microsoft's Visual
Studio .NET, offering helpful guidelines on how to use
its integrated develpment environment, start-up
templates, and other features and tools to create a
variety of applications, including Web services.
Original. (Advanced)
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